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Standing in for many

 
By Ray Beharry

To win the hearts and minds of 2 billion elusive mobile consumers, chief marketing officers must make critical
moves from customers' feedback quickly before the competition does.

In this age of massive data sets and high-velocity decision-making, that means capturing and analyzing customer
data and insights in real time.

Gathering direct-customer or focus group feedback used to be tedious and time-consuming. But with real-time
information easily available, those tactics are outdated and adversely affect your ability to make critical business
decisions.

Consumers access the Internet via mobile more than any other device, which dictates that using mobile is key to
reaching them.

Mobile surveys enable direct access to consumer opinions that formerly took months to obtain.

Marketers looking to discover consumer sentiment to gauge the potential success of new initiatives now have a
timely way of obtaining that valuable feedback.

Connecting with mobile customers
Companies spend billions on market research to get inside the customer's head and figure out how to increase
sales.

About 10 percent of the $18.9 billion spent globally is allocated to online surveys in the United States alone that is
almost $2 billion.

With so much money at stake, mobile surveys can alleviate a CMO's pain points when it comes to influencing
consumers in their micro moments with relevant content.

Mobile phones are the primary means of communication for nearly six out of 10 Americans. That tethering leads 74
percent of respondents to reply to surveys on mobile, according to an industry report.
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It is  not hard to see why: Mobile devices generate views.

While a popular thus advertiser-friendly television show such as "The Walking Dead" is considered a hit with about
13 million weekly viewers, a mobile application such as Shazam boasts 18.3 million users daily. And its 100 million
unique monthly guests continue to visit all year, rather than just seasonally.

What is more, by reaching customers on mobile devices, CMOs can gain honest insights without interrupting
everyday life.

When someone receives a mobile survey notification and an incentive for participating, he can provide feedback on
his own time, even while on the go. This allows brands to pivot more quickly and improve offerings to serve
customers who are not immediately appearing on charts.

Future of customer insights
With so much data available, the real challenge lies in aggregating and analyzing the right data at the right time.

Successful companies will adjust to customer needs by extrapolating insights from small-sample data and applying
them rapidly to larger populations.

Imagine running a five-question mobile survey on a new ad campaign in the morning and then using that data to
launch the right combination of images, video and copy to the larger lookalike audience by the afternoon. This type
of instant personalization is imminent.

And that is just the beginning, as 2016 is hailed as the year of wearables, virtual reality and other Internet of Things
technology.

Wearables such as Fitbit and Samsung Gear, designed to gather data and deliver notifications, offer companies a
new dimension for interacting with customers.

Moreover, half of all consumers surveyed by CMO.com would provide brands with insight into their lifestyles
through wearable data.

By using sensors and other connected device features, companies can seamlessly monitor customer usage data
without bothering the customer.

Customers of Progressive Insurance, for example, who use its "Snapshot" device that connects to a car's diagnostic
port to gather driving data, automatically see their premiums adjusted accordingly.

New normal
Web properties already focus on delivering content on smaller screens, and in the next year or two, IoT devices will
outnumber PCs, smartphones, and laptops.

That means cars, refrigerators, and even dishwashers will not only report back on consumers' usage, but also help
uncover their inner feelings and emotions.

Such data is like gold for brands looking to provide the products and services that their customers want exactly when
and where they want them.

Just as it is  important to develop deep understandings of customers at the start of their journeys, it's  imperative to
constantly evolve that knowledge over time.

MOBILE SURVEYS are the first step toward transitioning into this new normal.

With everything from clothes to appliances joining the IoT, and cameras and sensors featured on so many devices,
mobile data analytics are the future of marketing.
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